We find that exchange rate networks are significantly similar from the perspective of topological structure, though with relatively great differences in fluctuation characteristics from perspective of exchange rate time series. First, we transform central parity rate time series of US dollar, Euro, Yen, and Sterling against CNY into exchange rate networks with visibility graph algorithm and find consistent topological characteristics in four exchange rate networks, with their average path lengths 5 and average clustering coefficients 0.7. Further, we reveal that all four transformed exchange rate networks show hierarchical structure and small-world and scale-free properties, with their hierarchy indexes 0.5 and power exponents 1.5. Both of the US dollar network and Sterling network exhibit assortative mixing features, while the Euro network and Yen network exhibit disassortative mixing features. Finally, we research community structure of exchange rate networks and uncover the fact that the communities are actually composed by large amounts of continuous time point fractions and small amounts of discrete time point fractions. In this way, we can observe that the spread of time series values corresponding to nodes inside communities is significantly lower than the spread of those values corresponding to nodes of the whole networks.
Introduction
With the enhancement of economy globalization and specialization, international flows of goods, services, capitals, technology, and talents have been connected as dense and intensive networks. Whether the exchange rate of a kind of currency can respond to its real value is significant when we consider exchange rate as the price of money with function of effective allocation for scarce resources in international markets. In 2013, China has become the largest goods trade country with a total amount of 4.16 trillion dollars for goods export and import. In this situation, studies of CNY (Chinese Yuan) exchange rate have attracted attention from international finance, foreign trade, industry development, and macroeconomics prediction.
Since Watts and Strogatz [1] and Barabási and Albert [2] published papers on Nature in 1998 and on Science in 1999, respectively, and revealed small-world and scale-free properties of networks, complex networks theory and its implication have boomed in various studies and make a great influence on research. And they are soon absorbed into physical sciences like system science and social sciences such as sociology, management, and finance as well as economics and make fruitful progress including supply chain management [3] , logistics operation [4] , commercial networks [5] , international trade networks [6] , and stocks networks [7] . In the fields of social science, Guo [3] researched on degree distributions of nodes on supply chain networks. Wang and Guo [4] studied the scaling characteristics for aerial inbound logistics operation and proposed a third human dynamics mechanism beyond two classical models proposed by Vazquez et al. [8] . Souma et al. [5] studied topological characteristics of banks and companies networks and further analyzed the influences on organizations and splits of communities caused by merging behaviors. Ren et al. [6] proposed an international trade networks model and analyzed China's position and its 2 Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society evolution in networks. Liu and Wang [7] constructed complex networks based on the correlation of stock market prices fluctuation and found the small-world and scale-free properties of stock networks which were similar to those of other complex networks. Consequently, modern networks methods provide a new perspective and gradually become a new instrument for revealing intrinsic regularities and connections in economics system [9] and financial system [10] more comprehensively.
However, there are few studies of exchange rate in a networks perspective so far. Considering exchange rate as a kind of price, some scholars have promoted significant enhancement on studies of price fluctuation with complex networks methods. Yang and Zong [11] researched on price fluctuation network and its topological properties on recycle resources industry of Beijing. Liu et al. [12] studied Shanghai and Shenzhen stock market prices correlation network and its topological properties and analyzed the relationship between fluctuation and liquidity of stocks prices. Y. Yang and H. Yang [13] initially proposed one method of constructing a network of stock time series with correlation matrix, and those works enhanced the basis of networks reconstruction as well as topological analysis of time series. In fields of exchange rate studies, previous studies tended to focus on microfactors and macrofactors which may affect exchange rate fluctuation. Microfactors contain international trade flows, speculation, manipulation of authority, and so forth. Macrofactors include interest rate, inflation, balance of payment, and so forth. In the late 20th century, famous exchange rate models included Mundell-Fleming model, sticky price model by Dornbusch, Flexible Price Monetary Model, Equilibrium Exchange Rate Theory, and Taylor rule proposed by John B. Taylor.
Yang et al. [14] initially utilized visibility graph algorithm to analyze exchange rate time series of US dollar against other international money; meanwhile they discussed the relationship between hierarchical networks structure and Hurst exponents. This work was of great importance in both theory and application. However, worldwide related works on this area are still scarce.
The goal of this paper is to identify the similarity of CNY exchange rate time series of network and to see whether some stable properties exist; therefore, in this way, the conciseness and interpretability of visibility graph model serve a good workable starting point.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the methodology used in this paper, the data description, and network topological property. Section 3 reveals the hierarchical structured features of the visibility graphs. Section 4 uncovers the small-world and scale-free characteristics of the visibility graph network. Section 5 discusses the node mixing features and Section 6 analyzes the community features of the network. Finally, the concluding remarks are given in Section 7.
Basic Properties Analysis for
Exchange Rate Networks Model Based on Visibility Graph Algorithm 2.1. Model Description. Visibility graph algorithm was a new and fast algorithm for transforming time series into complex networks, proposed by Lacasa et al. [15] in 2008. Owning to some advantages of operability and information reserve, this algorithm was adapted widely to construct complex network from time series transformation. Furthermore, visibility graph algorithm can also be used to verify properties of the original time series, because, even after transformation, the complex networks still reserve as much information of original time series as possible. For example, fractal time series can be transformed into scale-free networks, and, in reverse, the scale-free properties of complex networks can verify the fractal properties of original time series. The basic idea of visibility graph algorithm can be described as follows:
= { } =1,..., are time series with nodes; if any two nodes ( , ) and ( , ) are visible with each other, then ∀( , ) ∈ with < < should satisfy the constraint of
The complex networks after transformation can ensure that each node except the first and the last time point can at least connect with two adjacent ones. And, after transformation, the complex networks are indirect and reserve the visibility after changing the scaling of coordinate axis. The detailed steps to plot the networks can be concluded as follows [15] :
.., denotes the time series of exchange rate of CNY against other currencies. Considering = 1 and = 2, a visible line between the two data points ( , ) and ( , ) can be established if they fulfill (1).
(ii) Set = + 1 and repeat step (i) till = .
(iii) Set = 2; repeat steps (i) and (ii) till = . We finally get the adjacent matrix. Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society In addition, the smallest value of average clustering coefficient in CNY-USD network can be owed to the almost flat trend from 2008 crisis to August 2010. The authority of foreign exchange of China took advantage of fixed target of CNY against USD. In this case, the condition in the visibility graph was violated greatly in this period for many neighboring time points of given time points, and thus a much lower average clustering coefficient will be achieved during this period regardless of the later period. Therefore, the trend pattern of exchange rate time series will affect the structure of corresponding network through many channels. Given the precise mapping rules, the features of the time series could be explored and investigated from the network perspective. Tables 2-5 show the time point of hub nodes in different exchange rate networks by measures of centrality and clustering. To determine the centrality, we select three classical local measures to compute the link numbers, connectivity, and clustering for every individual node, respectively, in visibility graphs of CNY exchange rates, and, based on their values, we list up top 10 nodes and the corresponding date in every network. The clustering coefficients in Tables 2-5 are local clustering coefficients for every individual node.
Data
Taking Table 2 as an example, in the CNY-USD exchange rate network, we rank all nodes, from high to low, by their values of degree, betweenness centrality, and clustering coefficient.
As for degree, the highest degree value of all nodes is 165, and the corresponding date of time series value for this node with highest degree value is September 1, 2010. And, in this network, the node amount is 1 which means we have only one such node with highest degree value. As for betweenness centrality, the highest betweenness centrality value is 0.491, and the corresponding date of time series value for this node with highest betweenness centrality value is also September 1, 2010. And, in this network, such node with highest betweenness centrality value is also unique. Regarding clustering coefficient, the maximum value of clustering coefficient is 1; however, such nodes are as many as 344 and one of them has the corresponding date in time series September 18, 2008.
In networks, the larger degree of a node tends to reveal certain heterogeneity of corresponding time series value. Taking relatively fractional Yen exchange rate networks (Figure 1(g) ) as example, the node which serves as the only bridge to connect two communities is in response to the date 2010-11-02 in time series (Figure 1(e) ), and the value of the date 2010-10-26 is verified to rank top 11% degree and second largest betweenness centrality. It means that the continuous time series could be divided into two parts. The whole complex network shows the characteristics of two significant independent communities.
On the contrary, we cannot figure out clearly any node which served as "local maximum value" in the Sterling networks ( Figure 1 (h)). Compared with Yen's time series, we find that the length of period in Sterling's time series is shorter than that of Yen's, and "local maximum value" of Sterling's time series is not much higher than its neighboring values. As a result, "local maximum value" in Sterling's networks is hard to separate time series completely and evolve into a more collective network.
Hierarchical Structured Analysis for Exchange Rate Networks
Calculate weighted average value of clustering coefficients for nodes with degree :
where stands for the amount of different clustering coefficients for nodes with degree . It can be believed that the network follows hierarchical structure if ( ) ∼ − . This paper finds that all exchange rate networks follow relatively consistent hierarchical structures, as shown from The hierarchical structure coefficients reveal, for lowdegree nodes, that they have highly dense links with their neighboring nodes and lead to relatively higher clustering coefficient; for extremely high-degree nodes with relatively low clustering coefficient, their effects are only to connect different components. We calculate the correlative coefficient between clustering coefficient and degree for CNY against US dollar, Euro, Yen, and Sterling exchange rate networks and find that those correlative coefficients are, respectively, −0.749, −0.798, −0.802, and −0.784, following significantly negative correlative relationship.
Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society 5 Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society As to a hierarchical structured network, we can propose that there are probably many small-scale groups of nodes: within the group, nodes are densely linked; between the groups, groups are loosely connected. And according to our visibility graph algorithm for networks transformation, we figure out that a high-degree hub node has a higher possibility to link with another higher-degree hub node; however a low-degree node has a low possibility to connect with a higher-degree hub node. The implication of this node linkage pattern can also be referred to the switching pattern of trends during different periods of exchange rate time series. The peak and valley time point tend to have higher probability to form more links, so the recursively occurring peaks and valleys probably generate a class of high-degree points to hierarchically connect with low-degree points between two peaks.
As shown in Figures 1(a) , 1(c), 1(e), and 1(g), there exist large differences in various exchange rate sequences; that is, at a certain time point, a higher value of CNY/US exchange rate probably does not tend to correspond to a higher value of CNY/EURO exchange rate. And the consistent hierarchical structure scaling among various currencies reveals a selforganization property of exchange rate network system. Therefore we propose that large fluctuation in some time points is not an unusual phenomenon but a rule emerging in systemic self-organization process.
Small-World and Scale-Free Property for
Exchange Rate Networks those networks are up to 0.7. And, referring to Table 1 , we find that their average path lengths are relatively short, below 5, except for CNY against Yen exchange rate network, whose value is 5.6. Average path length of every exchange rate network is 5, and average clustering coefficient of networks is almost 0.7, verifying certain intrinsic correlation among exchange rate time series. This property of four exchange rate networks is basically consistent, which cannot be acquired on a singledimensional time series analysis.
Scale-Free Property.
Power-law distribution is also called Pareto distribution, which exists widely in various complex networks with diverse structures and functions. In recent decades, scientists have found power-law distribution, a kind of universal law in characterizing distributions of time intervals, space intervals, and other important statistics in nature and society. And so far scientists have found some mechanisms of power-law generation, such as preferential attachment [2] , random process [16] , self-organized criticality [17] , and highly optimized tolerance [18] , and those models can explain partially how power-law does emerge.
With research on many real systems, we find that in large amount of self-organization systems, their behavioral dynamics intervals tend to follow power-law features [19] [20] [21] [22] . As for exchange rate system of a country, if the force of exchange rate fluctuation was completely from market or closely from market, the interval distribution should follow consistent power-law distribution regardless of any choice of foreign currency as measurement.
According to our visibility graph algorithm, the connections among nodes are decided by visibility principle. So a high-degree node under this network should follow significantly two properties: first, the degree of this node is Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society 11 significantly greater than other neighboring nodes; second, as nodes are closer to this node, the degree of those nodes will increase more quickly, and as nodes are farther from this node, the degree of those nodes will decrease more slowly.
We utilize the Maximum Likelihood Estimation proposed by Clauset et al. [23] to fit the distribution and find surprisingly that the power exponents of US dollar exchange rate network, Euro exchange rate network, Yen exchange rate network, and Sterling exchange rate network are approximately 1.5 ( Figure 4 ) ( in Table 1 ).
As shown in Figures 1(a) , 1(c), 1(e), and 1(g), although their original time series seem to be different in numerical value, fluctuation range, change trend, and so forth, we witness the consistency in scale-free property with visibility graph algorithm. We can even find in the time from September 19, 2008 19, , to June, 2010 , that the values of 100 US dollars against CNY exchange rate time series remain almost steady However, the fluctuations of Euro, Yen, and Sterling exchange rates are significantly different from the US exchange rate at a certain time.
From Tables 2-5 , although the dates of large-index-value nodes of networks are of great difference, scaling exponents of every network are almost the same. Therefore, we initially consider the whole exchange market is a self-organization system. Even regulated by the authority to some extent, the exchange rates' systems still follow consistent scaling law.
Combining the regime of CNY exchange rate and visibility graph algorithm, we argue that, first, large shocks in economic system cause power-law tails and maximum values of nodes' degree, such structural turning point of international trade under financial crisis, large volume of buy-back or bear sales by central bank, and an avalanche of hot money flowing in or out, second, the normal demand-supply relationship of real section or capital section of CNY against US dollar, Euro, Yen, and Sterling determines the middle part of degree distribution, and, third, the manipulated floating range of CNY decided by central bank and amounts of arbitrage investors synthetically lead to head of degree distribution. Due to the manipulated floating range, the maximum value of nodes' degree and their increasing relationship cannot be completely satisfied. Therefore, many similar-value points in time series reflect groups of low-degree nodes and cause the head part of power-law distribution.
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Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society The analysis of degree distribution reveals the maximum value of nodes' degree and their dynamics features caused by time series fluctuation from a global perspective. However, the maximum values of time series not only cause a powerlaw distribution but also naturally divide time series into topological network community. This natural separation of time series can hardly be observed from one-dimension analysis of time series, so we go deeply into exploration of their division mechanism.
Node Mixing Features Analysis on Exchange Rate Networks
We utilize the Pearson correlation coefficient (−1 ≤ ≤ 1) of node degree to characterize the property of node mixing. The definition of is
where 1 and 2 , respectively, stand for the degree of two ends for edge ; represents the total amount of edges in network. If > 0, the network exhibits assortative mixing; if < 0, the network exhibits disassortative mixing; if = 0, the network is not correlative.
Our results show that both US dollar exchange rate network and Sterling exchange rate network exhibit assortative mixing, and both Euro exchange rate network and Yen exchange rate network exhibit disassortative mixing. In addition, the extent of disassortative mixing for Yen exchange rate network is as high as up to −0.8044.
We propose that the node mixing property reveals the relationship between node-level interactive force among nodes and group-level interactive force among groups (Figure 5) : first, there are interactions of nodes within a given group, and due to the similarity of nodes' degree value within a group, this first kind of force is positive toward wholenetwork node mixing property; second, the hierarchical structure causes a force of a high-degree node linking with a group of lower-degree nodes, which is negative toward whole-network node mixing property. Whether the wholenetwork node mixing is assortative or disassortative mainly depends on the dominance of first force against the second force ( Figure 5 ).
Considering the fluctuation features of CNY against US dollar, Euro, Yen, and Sterling exchange rate time series, we can observe that the amount of maximum value and hierarchy strength of both US dollar and Sterling are lower than those of Euro and Yen. This is because both US dollar and Sterling have a smaller fluctuation and shorter cycles in time series, reflecting negative interactive forces and assortative mixing pattern in network. Besides, the fluctuation of Sterling is still greater than that of US dollar, so the assortative mixing pattern of Sterling tends to be weaker than that of US dollar. Both Euro and Yen are greater in fluctuation in time series, revealing that, in Euro and Yen exchange rate network, the negative interactive forces among groups are significantly greater than their positive interactive force within group and emerge into a disassortative mixing pattern. This conclusion is consistent with the significant hierarchical structure of Yen exchange rate network (Figure 1(f) ).
Community Analysis of
Exchange Rate Network 6.1. Review of Community Algorithm. Community structure reflects the heterogeneity on connection distribution within network. A community tends to consist of similar-function or consistent-property nodes, and hence community analysis is considered of great importance in revealing the relationship between structure and function. In 2002, Girvan and Newman [24] initially proposed community structure of social network and biology network on PNAS and attracted attention from scholars of complex networks. Besides, Newman and Girvan [25] also provided an index called modularity for measuring community division goodness. The core of modularity is to compare divided-community structure with structure in random network. The definition of modularity is
where and are degree of a node; is the community to which node belongs; is the total amount of edges; when = , ( , ) = 1; otherwise, ( , ) = 0. The value of tends to be within the range between 0 and 1, and, generally speaking, = 0.3 is the lower bound for significant community structure of a network.
As observed from Figures 1(b) , 1(d), 1(f), and 1(h), we can guess the significant community structure of exchange rate networks transformed from CNY against US dollar, Euro, Yen, and Sterling exchange rate time series; that is, nodes inside a group are densely connected; however, among groups, the connections are relatively sparse. We can also figure out that in Figure 1 (b) the CNY against US dollar exchange rate networks can be approximately divided into 2 communities, in Figure 1 (d) the CNY against Euro exchange networks can be roughly separated into 3 communities, in Figure 1 (f) the CNY against Yen exchange rate network can be divided into 2 communities, and in Figure 1 (h) the CNY against Sterling exchange rate network can be separated roughly into 2 communities.
Due to large computational complexity, limit distinguishability, and single scaling of traditional GN algorithm, we take advantage of Louvain algorithm to detect community structure of US dollar, Euro, Yen, and Sterling exchange rate networks, respectively. Louvain algorithm [26] is also based on modularity and traverse. Its main idea is calculating the marginal increasing modularity after extracting one node from its original community and adding to every other community. And then we move this node into that community with largest marginal increasing modularity, repeating those steps until no nodes can be moved for higher modularity. The marginal increasing modularity is
where , represents the sum of weights of all edges from to ; ∑ tot stands for the sum of weights of all edges connected to community .
Application of Louvain Algorithm.
The results show significant community structure of CNY against US dollar, Euro, Yen, and Sterling exchange rate networks. The community detection algorithm reveals the results that the nodes are building the dense connections inside the same community and sparse connections among different communities. All modularity indexes of exchange rate networks are above 0.6; further, both modularity indexes of Euro and Yen exchange rate networks are higher than 0.7. The results reflect that we gain a great effect of community detection, which is significantly higher than the lower bound, 0.3.
Besides, we can also find that the community structured property of Figures 6(a), 6 (b), 6(c), and 6(d) is corresponding to our intuitive observation on Figures 1(b) , 1(d), 1(f), and 1(h). Because CNY has been fixed with US dollar since the financial crisis breaking out in September 16, 2008 , the little fluctuation of CNY against US dollar caused inferior community-detection effect compared with the other 3 networks.
Power-law distribution is helpful to explain the amount of maximum value on CNY exchange rate time series; however, community detection, to some extent, can help to explain the distributed location of those maximum values on CNY exchange rate time series and the relationship among those maximum values.
Furthermore, we mark nodes of communities according to their order in time series and expand to every network. After summarizing the characteristics of the nodes inside each community and their corresponding time points, we find that the communities could be classified into two categories: first, nodes within the same community are from a sequential part of the time series, and this kind of community tends to be relatively in small scale; second, small percentage of communities consists of several fragments, and this kind of community tends to be in large scale.
In order to explore the property of second kind of community, that is, those communities consisting of several fragments of time series, we choose the largest-size communities of US dollar, Euro, Yen, and Sterling exchange rate network, which are, respectively, US dollar community 6, Euro community 6, Yen community 11, and Sterling community 8. We can easily find that the largest-size community and the community containing the most fragments are mostly consistent except Sterling community. In Sterling community, the second largest-size community 2 has more fragments than the largest-size community 8. Here we choose Sterling community 2 for further discussion.
The term fragment discussed in Table 6 can be defined as a short sequence of time point with continuous-time record. Let us say, in a CNY exchange rate time series { } =1,..., , the community only absorbs { } =1,..., , { } = ,..., , > +1 , and { } = ,..., , > +1 . Then we will say community contains 3 fragments of CNY exchange rate time series points.
According to the statistical results, we find that, in community containing the most fragments of US dollar, Euro, Yen, and Sterling exchange rate network, the population variance of time series values inside community containing the most fragments is greatly smaller than that of whole time series. In addition, the maximum value inside community containing the most fragments is extremely close to the maximum value of whole time series.
As shown in Table 7 , the nodes inside community tend to correspond to time series which have much smaller population variance of value than whole time series. In addition, those maximum values of community containing the most fragments tend to correspond to nodes with the greatest degree, betweenness centrality, or clustering coefficient and the largest values in time series. For example, the maximum value of US dollar community 6 is also the greatest-degree and greatest-betweenness-centrality node of whole US dollar exchange rate network and also the greatest value of CNY against US dollar exchange rate time series; the maximum value of Euro community 6 is also the fourth-greatest-degree and second-greatest-betweenness-centrality node of whole Euro exchange rate network and also the greatest value of CNY against Euro exchange rate time series This is also following the visibility principle: the existence of community containing the most fragments reflects that there is a maximum value connecting those fragments of discontinuous time series corresponding nodes, and thus no other maximum values can divide those less-fluctuating nodes into other communities.
Conclusion
Although rather large differences of trading goods and capital quantity and structure exist among countries, those CNY against foreign currency exchange rates are correlative and topologically similar, such as average shortest path length, 5, and average clustering coefficient, 0.7. In addition, from perspectives of hierarchical structures and small-world and scale-free properties, these exchange rate networks are consistent, such as hierarchical exponent, 0.5, and power-law exponent, 1.5.
On node mixing, four exchange rate networks have some differences. Both US dollar exchange rate network and Sterling exchange rate network are assortative, while both Euro exchange rate network and Yen exchange rate network are disassortative. We propose an explanation that the node mixing formation is determined by the strength comparison of both nodes' interactive force inside group and groups' interactive force among groups. And we use the explanation to reveal time series features.
In order to explore the mechanism of consistency, we utilize the community detection for analysis. We find significant community structures within networks, and additionally those communities consist of large amounts of sequential time series nodes or some fragments of discontinuous time series nodes. Inside community, there tend to be a maximum value, and the population variance of corresponding time series values is significantly smaller than that of whole time series. On both time series fluctuating differences and topological structured consistency, we analyze CNY exchange rate network from perspectives of basic topological features and small-world and scale-free properties and explain the fluctuating features as well as their corresponding dynamic effects from topological angle. In addition, we analyze the characteristics of nodes memberships intercommunity and intracommunity. Exchange rate system is a classical complex system with small-world and scale-free properties; however, the time series of exchange rate based on correlative properties are not as simple as long-term correlation.
The visibility graph models we adopt in analyzing exchange rate time series shed light on fluctuation dynamics and characteristics of exchange rate from perspective of nonlinearity. Future work of us may focus on how to incorporate different embedding dimensions and time lags into the construction method of visibility graphs and discuss the visibility graphs in a higher dimension.
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